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By Brian Fedrow 
Daily staff writer 
Mary Mueller remembers the days when 
the 
university  




when parking was easy to lind and when down-





 the good 
times at Spartan
 City The apartment
 complex 
at South 
Campus.  w Inch houses 
250 residents. 
is scheduled I or closure
 in August 1988. 
Spartan City is the last 
slate -supported 
apartment complex 
in the CalitOrnia State Uni-
versity system
 for students and 
their  families 
University Housing Director Willie 
Brown said the 










War II hamlet., that originally housed ship 
builders. 
The  complex. 










 he said. 
Mueller.
 






























 director of the San Jose 
division of the Metropolitan Adult Education 
Program, lived with her ex-husband Norman 
Little and three children in the barrack apart-
ments from 1951 to 1953. She said living in 
Spartan
 City made it 
possible  for both of 
them 
to go to 
college.  
Though 
she enjoyed her years at Spartan 
City . she 
said  the World War II barracks have 




 time that 
they
 should be re-
placed." 
Mueller  said. "It was needed then be-
cause
 there were so many veterans after
 the war 
to house and there weren't many married cou-





























 however,  it 
would be or single students. 
'-The stale sy stein regulations are that you 
First house single) students. Only if you have 
more housing than you





Others  include 
spouses 
and 
children.'  Fullerton said  at a press confer-
ence 
Monday.  












was in the  Nasy.
 












State  College 
for 
Women  after 
graduating
 from high 
school 
in 1941.
 She was 
working  toward












 to get her 
de-
gree.
 The Navy 
transferred  her 
husband
 over-
seas  and she 
managed to 
finish her 




 at Santa 




 what to Jo next.
 
"You
 find yourself 
like  so many do, 
with 
a 
college  degree and 
nothing to do with 
it." she 
said. 












 San Jose resident, 
casts  his ballot at the Kappa 
Delta sorority house on 
10th Street 
By Frank 
Michael  Russell 
Daily staff writer 
Election Day came home 
yester-
,lay 
for  members of an SJSU sorority. 
Kappa Delta's 








 building, was  one of more 
than 1.200 
polling




The location helped make a dif-
lerence 
in turnout among fraternity 
and sorority members. said 
Kappa  
Delta President Karen McLaughlin. 
"Mostly  everyone who's regis-
tered here who's Greek has come in," 
said Heather Maynez, a member of so-
rority Delta 
Zeta. 
Of the 500 voters
 registered in the 
precinct. 
160  participated in 
yester-
day's  election, 
McLaughlin  said. 
The precinct encompasses the 
area immediately southeast of the cam-
pus and includes fraternities Delta Up-
silon and Sigma Chi and sorority 
Alpha Phi, as well as Kappa Delta. 
Sigma Chi 
member Scott Nanik 









 students in gen-
eral 
are  interested in 
politics,  hut are 
often so busy that voting
 needs to be 
close and 
convenient,  he said. 
"There were a lot
 of issues that 
needed to 
he voted on." Nanik said. 
Ballot measures including 
Propo-
sitions 65,
 the anti-toxics initiative. 
64. the
 Lyndon LaRouche AIDS ini-


















 and the gu-
bernatorial 




 turnout in the precinct, 
however,
 
was  low, averaging 
about  
10 
voters  per hour by midafterntxm.
 Mc-
Laughlin said. 
The  county paid the sorority a 
$25 rental fee for the day, McLaughlin 
said. 
Kappa Delta plans to donate the 
money to 
Parents United, a local child -
abuse  prevention group, she said. 
Voter turnout throughout the 
county was less than
 in recent elec-
tions. said Mike Callegari 
of the 
county Registrar of Voters office.
 
About 20 
percent of the county's 
registered  



















 months of 
negotiations,
 the Gay and 
Lesbian Alliance has
 reached an agreement with the 
Associated  Students to pay hack 
a $750 delinquent 





 as a group to pay off the 
debt," said Dan Larke. A.S. 
director  of community 
affairs, after announcing the agreement to the board. 
The two groups, both 
under  different lead-
ership, agreed to an identical payment schedule 
two  
years ago. But after an initial payment of $50 in 
1984, GALA defaulted and hasn't
 made a payment 
since.  
"GALA has had a tough 
time going because its 
leadership 
changes
 every year." 
said





 the hoard of 
directors 
rejected a request
 by Stein to 
waive  the 
debt which
 the group inherited








said at the 
meeting
 the debt wasn't
 
GALA's 
responsibility,  and he wanted
 the hoard to 
"wipe the slate clean... 
But after conferring with Larke over the past 
month. Stein said he would accept the payment 
schedule. Stein told 
the board at the October meeting 




 against the group. 
But Larke said after the meeting he 
would  work 





The most convenient way for 
GALA
 to raise 
money is to supply labor at A.S.-sponsored 
events.  
Larke said. GALA would he paid 
a group wage with 






 Stein said. 
"but some will take 
slot of coordination." 
Another possibility, Larke said he suggested, is 
for GALA to petition the gay and lesbian community 
at large for assistance. 
"GALA might be able to tap into resources that 
already exist," Larke said, "many large gay align-
ments have political 
power." 
Stein said while he discussed the idea with 
Larke, he has not considered it seriously. 
"Although that's a possibility, Stein said. it 
'GALA might be able
 to tap 
into resources that already 
exist . . . many large gay 




A.S. director of 
community affairs 
takes a lot of time and energy 
which  1 don't have 
right now." 
The  process of applying 
for financial assistance 
"takes a pmliciency
 in grant writing,"
 said Stein, 
who  also admitted he 
wouldn't  know where to go 
to 
ask for help. 
The  debt has plagued GALA since the group's 
inception in 1983. 
GALA formed in 1983 
after a previous group. 
the Gay and
 Lesbian Student Union. 
disbanded 
















By Marj Martin 
Daily staff writer 
The Federal Aviation Administra-
tion 
brought
 SJSU's Aeronautics De-
partment under the federal govern-
ment's wing Friday when it accepted 







































Nationally. the FAA has ap-
proved only 28 universities for the Air-
way 
Science program. said Gene 
Little, chairman of the Aeronautics 
Department. The two other California 
universities are National
 University of 
San Diego. and California State Uni-




cated off -campus at San Jose Interna-
tional Airport. has been outstanding in 
thc field of aviation training since the 
1930s,
 said Thomas Leonard, retired 
chairman 
of
 the department. 
Certification will enable the 
Aeronautics Department to compete 
for between $5 and $10 million in fed-
eral grants. Little said. 
The department, which presently 
enrolls about 500 students, will also 
be
 
in a unique position to provide candi-
dates for jobs
 that are created contin-
uously because of the national 
increase  
in air traffic,
 Little said. 
Graduates of the SJSU air traffic 
controller and maintenance manage -
SJSU 
will
 be able to 
train







ment programs will receive prefer-
ential 
treatment
 in both beginning sala-
ries and job placement, he said. 
Air traffic 
controllers
 are part of 




 at San Jose Interna-




begin his career at an airport like Reid-








International Airport requires a 
more advanced 
controller  and the start-
ing salary 










 to its 
already
 nationally 
respected  aviation 
training courses.








order  to qualify. 
Little  
said. 






 was on the San 
Jose 




















 back page 
Printing mix-up 
won't affect  
CAR
 




 the course 
schedule  of 
classes
 didn't arrive as 
early as ex-
pected  because 

























 yet from Admissions 
and Records' standpoint. the schedules 
actually arrived early. 












week  ahead 
of time 
in









director  of 
Ad-
missions  and 
Records.
 
Amirdash said that in the past 
it 
has
 been the practice to receive the 
class schedules on the day CAR begins 
except for a couple of years when 
they've negotiated with the printer to 
deliver the schedules a few days earlier 
just in case there is a problem with the 
printing. 
There will he no extension of the 
CAR deadline 
because
 of this year's 
printing problem, said 
Ed Chambers, 



































































Communications  has 
changed 
the company 
that  translates 
computer
 tape and 
as a result 
of the 
change, had
 to juggle to 
get the sched-
ule 
of classes correct, 
Chambers said. 
CAR 




class  level and 
registration 
prior-
ity,  not 
by the order 




 turns in 
his form 
on 
the last day 
of





 Records will 
process his 
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Jeff Ogden, Co-op 














Reagan  administration to harass
 and 
confuse 
Libyan  leader Moammar 
Gadhafi
 rep-
resents the logical 
culmination  of six years of non-
stop efforts to manipulate
 and embarrass the press.
 
During 










































FBI  to 






It seemed like 
they
 had used every tactic 
in
 the 




 security  adviser came
 up with a 
new one  
calculated  lying to the 
press. Distorting 
the truth is nothing








for political purposes is a 




 deny their intent 
was  to deceive 
the press, there is 
simply  no other way 
of
 looking at 
it. They admit
 fabricating reports 
that
 Gadhafi was 
becoming  more active 
on the terrorist 
front  and 
have gone on record 





 This is a textbook defi-
nition
 of lying. 
It is 
unlikely  that this 
campaign
 of deception 
will harm the 
president's popularity,
 but his credi-
bility has been 
severely compromised
 by this epi-
sode.
 Not only will 
Gadhafi realize 
that future re-
ports of possible 
military retaliation 
by the United 
States are
 false, but 
the American
 public now 
knows  the 
administration
 is not above
 lying when it 














SJSU  and 
downtown  
San
 Jose are 














and  Saratoga 
Road. is used
















 more than 
96.(XX) vehicles




 solve this 
traffic dilemma,
 Santa 
Clara  County's 
Transportation
 Agencs. 
is proposing to 












 to add this 
fourth  Ian-
e.Whate ver the 
eventual cost, 
including  the time 




 will not 
benefit  


























ested,  slight 



















A and 20 
intersections  
will rate D, 
E or F grades
 in the 
year  2010 
even  with 
expansion.  





 will not get a 

















 for the 
installation  of an 
air quality 









 survive the 
exhaust  fumes 





with the noise volumes. Sound walls will he built or raised 
along only 4.6 miles 
of
 the approximate nine mile stretch. 
Dedicated county officials have
 listened to concerns at 
four 
community meetings and at a public hearing held dur-
ing this year. Now they should he encouraged to adopt solu-
tions that will alleviate the long term problems. 
Solutions include zoning ordinances,  staggard work 
schedules, 







continue  zoning 
areas  to 
prohibit  














 Improved timing of the 
signalitation will give vehi-
cles the green light to move traffic briskly along
 the route. 
 Commuters can alter their traffic habits by regulary 
or periodically 








 encourage ride 






 on simply 
desig-
nating an existing
 lane as a car-pool
 lane. This change
 may 
not be 
popular in the 
short  run but in 
the
 long run though 
this change would




a lane would 
cause.  Long range 
plans  that actu-
ally indicate 
two car-pool lanes




 a hoard of supervisor
 transportation aid. 
These policy 
changes
 will reduce 
traffic
 volumes on 
Lawrence 
Expressway.  Even 









Route  87. the 
Guadalupe














 85 could also 
channel commuters 
who normally 
use  Lawrence to 
travel




 and Interstate 
280.
 
Highway  85 












 would benefit 






 don't have 




 specific proposal to 
widen Lawrence 
Expressway  
should he rejected 
tor  one that will really 
solve the transpor-
tation problems
 of the next century. 
Letters
 need to be 
postmarked  today for 
consideration 
to the official 
record.




 Specialist, Santa 
Clara County Trans-
portation 
Agency.  P.O. Box 
4009.  Milpitas, CA 
95035-














opinion  piece. 




classic,"  (Oct. 
29)
 a rambling 
collection  of cliches 
and in-
accuracies, 




die-hard  baseball 
observers.  
Mr. 
Gutman  claims 
the





 occurred in Game
 Six of the American
 League play-
offs.  (It was Game 
Five.) Later in 







Mike  Scott in 
Game Six of 
the National 
League  series. 
Really?  I'm not 
even 
an Astros fan and 
I still know Mr. 
Gutman doesn't 
have his facts
 straight. The 
Mets
 didn't heat Mike
 Scott in 
Game Six 
because he didn't 
pitch  that game. 
I don't agree that
 this series will 
be
 for the 
"moments"
 
such as the 
home  runs by 
Knight.  Henderson 
and Straw-
herry.  
Heartbroken  Red 
Sox  fans, 
objective
 Mets fans and 
baseball  historians 
will  honestly agree 
that




championship  will he 
Boston's  collapse 
with two 
outs and a 
two -run lead in the
 10th inning of 
the Sixth 
Game




Red Sox fans alone























University police gets blasted 
Editor.
 
I have just read the Spartan Daily of Oct. 28.  I was a 
hit concerned about the article "Whispering man scares stu-
dent" on page one. Two 
students
 see a guy following a girl 
and decide to help. 
That's  a lot more than some people 
would
 have done. Kudos to these concerned students. 
Brick hats to the university police. They decided not to 
file harassment charges. No crime committed? Since -when 
is invasion of privacy not considered 
a crime? The man was 
a previous sex offender, on parole from a state
 hospital. Co-
incidence? I don't 
think  so. If those two students were 
there,
 she might possibly have
 
been
 raped. The two students 
helped, walked the woman to 
her class and called the po-
lice. The police then turned the other
 cheek. 
My point is 
that if students watch 
out for each other. 
then 
UPI) should at least do 
the
 
jots we pay it to do 
and pro-
tect the students. Yes,  
a crime hos been committed
 by a 
strange man harassing
 a woman But even 
more, by a apa-
thetic police department
 A most serious 
crime 
Carl  4'. 
Honore  
Senior  
Industrial  rechnology  
Money  could be 








money used to 
fund 
"Gay 
and  I est,i.in mono,  
Week."  







 such as GALA and 
SIR. 
talk a great
 deal about 
"coming
 out of the 
closet."  But they 
seldom practice what 
they  preach. 
Rather than 
sponsoring a queer
 assortment of 
expen-
sive guest
 speakers, they 
should
 purchase a full -page
 ad in 
the 
Spartan  Daily which 
displays  the names, 
pictures  and 
testimonials  of the 
students  and faculty 
involved in these 
groups. 
The rest of us could
 then recognize them
 instantly 
and keep 
a safe distance 
in this case 
about  six miles. 
This plan 
would  cost much 
less
 and provide 
the  kind of 
gay and lesbian
 "awareness" 










comments are aimed directly at you, Gail Ful-
*non.
 
This is my second semester at SJSU and I have really 
been pleased with the school,  that is,  until recently. 
I think it's 
wonderful  that the school is getting some  
$60 million worth of facelift and new construction . . the 
problem is, myself and many like me will not he 
around to 
see these projects completed! 
We get to finish our curric-
ulum with cyclone fences
 hedging off main walkways and 
creating human 
traffic  janis. and, while I never had too 
much of a problem with parking before, I 
am now forced to 
blow off some
 steam as I see hundreds of spaces vaporize 
with little or no attention given to finding new parking 
areas.
 I'm paying more than twice as 
much
 to park in city 
lots or whatever is available. 








-mile away from 
campus 
each day I'm here!) 
I hope some 
feel as I. As a commuter 
who will finish 
SJSU in '87 I 
say "consider the students 
who now attend 
SJSU!" 
Before  you fence off important 
walkways and close 
much needed parking areas
 shouldn't some consideration 
be 
given to the 













 stupidity of Paula Ray Christiansen's 
opinion  
piece proposing mercy 
for the young girl who slaughtered  
Four
 innocent cyclists in Gilmy 
("Young Gilroy driver de-
serves mercy in bikers'
 deaths. Oct. 29), was surpassed 
only by Mr. Ifamm's definition of all Republicans as 
mindless 
conformists  (Knee-jerk Republicans. Oct. 29). 
And believe me. 
Andrew,
 that was a tough act to follow. 
The torrential flood 
of insipid journalism in Wednesday's 
issue of the Daily was a remarkable 
surpassing of your nor-
mal level of incompetence. 
The Daily has become such a biased 
vehicle  for liberal 
gibberish 




This may he 
quite  difficult for you to 
believe Mr. 
Hamm, 
hut strong Republicans 
actually evaluate issues, 
in-
vestigate  propositions
 and don't always 
totally agree with 
the party platform. 
Really!
 I'm totally serious. 
And
 believe me. Andrew 




 with the Democratic 
party. If you're lib-
eral,
 a minority, in favor




 collar,  below the 
poverty level and 
chronically 
unemployed 
. . . whammo! Instant 
Democrat. And who 
cares if you never 
truly intend to get off
 welfare  you're 
strongly  against 
outlawing  homosexuality
 and nuking 
Libya.
 right? Well. then









 that I am not the 
only Republican who 
re-
sents being labeled
 a "mindless 
conformist."
 Speaking of 
mindless
 conformity. it's 
amazing  how 
homogeneous
 opin-
ion pieces have 
become in recent semesters 
in the Daily. 
Don't  you guys allow people on 
your staff who don't share 
the opinion of "the 
paper?"  You all sound alike 
 your ca-
pabilities are limited 
to
 mindless, ill-informed criticism.
 
In conclusion 1 ask only simple favors. Don't label
 me 
as a mindless conformist and print 
"Bloom County" on the 
front page so that I 







 'thank you' 
Editor.
 
On behalf of the many 
patients  who are benefiting, 
we 
say "thank you." 
The generosity of the SJSU 
community 
resulted in 
a very successful blood 
drive  and truly bright-
ened the lives of many people. 
During the 



















 wish to 



































 is a critical
 need for 
blood 








blood  donors" 




























editor.  Bring 
them to 










































allow  for much 
exercise. 
Before  taking 
this job I 
managed
 to work out 
at
 least four days 
a week, 








 on the Daily means
 spending 




 classes one 
might  have, basketball
 has been limited
 to the 
weekends.
 But now the 
Associated  Students 
Leisure  
Services has 
closed  the gym 
on
 Sundays! 
The  leisure services has volleyball and 
badminton nets and an area for people to play 
basketball. It has 
some racquets and a few basketballs, 
but the




















 as many 
people
 as in the 










 to cut hack."




between  noon 









 for its 




 myself were 
allowed to 
play
 on a 
space
-available  basis)












supposed  to he 
there,"  
Grodhaus
 said. "We 
are responsible














was  not 
necessarily
 
etched in stone. 
"If we get 
a flood of 





asking us to 
keep the 
gyms










just so slow 
on weekends
 and so 
busy  on the 
weekdays  that 
we decided 
this  was the 















25 people in 
the gym at 
any one time

























 night was 
just 
slightly 




to he fair. 
Grodhaus
 said 















 in time 













would  like 
to
















sign  it as well.
 We'll 
publish
 a few 
and  I'll pass 
all of 
them
 along to Grodhaus. 
Footnote:
 In doing 
research  for 
this
 column 1 
made  a 
visit to the 
gym Monday





 and so 
forth. 
Unfonunately.  I 
suffered  a 
severly  sprained
 ankle 
coming  down 
with a 
rebound
 during a 
basketball 
game.  The 











around  campus 
on crutches. 
Journalism  
can he a nasty business. 
   
Since 
no one else will ask it, I 






































title. Now. it seems,  he will. 
When  
you  
have  a 
valuable
 




















 his journalism  
degree..  
The 













































































































 to he more merci-
ful," 















123  cargo 
plane  shot 
down 
Oct.





















the American pilot 
and 
co-pilot. 




Borgen and other defenders helped 
draft the 
statement for Hasenfus, 
who also is 
charged
 with conspiracy 
and violating 

















 of an 





broadcast  on 





The interview was shown 
in
 
Managua with a Spanish translation 
Oct. 19, the same day it was broad-
cast. It had been taped the day be-
fore. 
In the 
interview  conducted by 
correspondent  Mike Wallace. Ha-
senfus acknowledged being
 re-
cruited as a cargo 
handler to help run 
supplies
 to the rebels. 
He said he was not sure who 
ran the rebel
 supply operation based 
in El Salvador, hut believed 
he was 
working for the CIA. 
Hasenfus provided no real evi-
dence that the CIA or other 
U.S. 
government  agencies directed the 
















supply flights from the 
llopango air have just outside San 
Salvador. 
In an appearance 
earlier  this 




 he made about 
CIA 
involvement in the operation 
were based on 
hearsay,




 attorney Bell arrived 
at the tribunal Tuesday morning with 
Sotelo
 Borgen hut was not permitted 









SAN FRANCISCO  (API - The 
next five years look "pretty grim" for 
developing AIDS 
vaccines. but testing 
IS expected to virtually wipe out the 
threat
 of getting the deadly disease by 
blood 
transfusion,  according to an of-
ficial from the Center for
 Disease Con-
trol. 
Dr. James Allen, assistant direc-
tor for medical science at CDC in At-
lanta, told a workshop of the American 
Association of Blood Banks that edu-
cation and testing programs effectively 
stopped the spread of AIDS transfu-






new  and 
improved
 tests for 
doctors or home 
use, trying to cash in 
on the fast-growing
 
$40 million AIDS 
diagnostic test market. 





counted for 2 percent 
of
 all reported 
cases. with another I percent coming 
from blood
-clotting agents. 
Currently, "no more than 10 to 
20
 units of blood per million" are slip -
Single
-parent
 households on 
the increase 
WASHINGTON (AP) 
- More than one-fourth 
of American
 families with children 
- and more than 
60 percent of those that 
are  black - were headed by 
a single parent last year, the 
Census  Bureau reported 
yesterday. 
"One of the 
most
 significant changes in family 
composition
 over the past 15 years has been the sub-
stantial growth in 
the number of one -parent fami-
lies," the bureau said. 
A major factor is that women are having chil-
dren and getting married later - or not marrying at 
all - and that marriages are more likely to end in di-
vorce, said Harriet P. McAdoo, a professor of social 
work at Howard University. 
As a result of these changes, she said, "chil-
dren are being raised by their mothers
 for a signifi-
cant number of years of their lives." 
In addition, she 
said there are a substantial 
number
 of out -of-wedlock pregnancies 
among both 
Hack and 
white  women. 
A separate 
Census  Bureau repon on fertility last 
June said 20.2 percent of white births and 74.5 per-
cent among blacks were out of wedlock last year,  as 
the stigma surrounding unwed mothers lessens. 
Researchers at The Urban Institute suggested 
that young women are no 
longer rushing into wed-
lock once they 
become pregnant. Instead, they are 
considering their
 futures,  including whether the fa-
ther is good 
potential  husband material and how 
marriage will affect their educational and economic 
outlook. 
Of 33.4 million families with children last year, 
8.8  million - 26.3 
percent  - were one -parent 
groups,  compared with 12.9 percent in 1970. the bu-
reau said. 
The report said 60. I percent of 
black families 
with children were maintained by a single parent, up 
from 35.7 percent 15 years earlier. For 
whites.  20.8 













 are headed by 
women,  accounting
 for 4.9 
million  of the 5.7 
million white, 
single -parent fami-
lies and 2.6 
million
 of the 2.8 





 by 48.7 percent
 
from 1970 to 






 the rate of 
increase  declined 
lroni






the growth rate 
eased  from 44.2 
percent
 to 23.4 per-
cent  in the two live
-year  periods. 
McAdoo said much 
of
 this fading increase 
is
 a 
result of the 
aging  of the post
-World
 War II "baby 
boom" generation,
 which is now 
outgrowing  the 
prime ages  
or marriage as 
well  as divorce, 
which  
mostly  occurs early in a marriage. 
There were
 20.6 million one
-person households
 
in 1985. up 12.6 
percent  from 1980. By 
contrast.  
one
-person  households jumped 
28.5 percent be-
tween 1970 















Second  uldon postage pant 
at 
San  lose. C'alt-














Untiorstty.  during 
the
 college year The 
openons espresserl in the paper
 are
 not nut  
essanls those
 ill the 'Department
 01 
Journa-
lise, and Mass lemniunicattons.
 the Uni-
cersay  Administration 
or any student 
or 
lacuity  organization, 
Mail  subscriptions 
ac
  
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Novak.  Jars' 
Olson. 
Karen  Wagner 
Career Planning and Placement 
will sponsor three programs today: 
'ABCs 
of Teaching Careers'' at 
12:30
 
p.m. in the Student Union Costanoan 
Room, "Interview II" at 1:30 p.m. in 
the Instructional 
Resource Center, 
Room 310 and "Interview I" at 
5:30 
p.m. in (lie Business 
Classrooms,  








Jacobsen  from the 
University of 
Bonn from 12:30 
to 2 
p.m. today
 in the Associated 
Students 
Council Chambers, 
third floor of the 
Student Union.
 Call Dr. 
May  at 277-
2892 for information. 
 
The Re -Entry 
Advisory Program 
will
 sponsor a brown hag lunch from 
noon to 1:30 p.m. today
 in the Student 
Union Pacheco 
Room. Call Virginia at 
277-2005










 4 to 6 p.m. today at the
 Univer-
sity Club, 408 S. 
Eighth
 St. Call Bill 
at 297-7331




tion will have 
a meeting to discuss
 the 
business  conference at 5 










The SJSU Symphony Orchestra 




 Thursday by appointment in the 
Music 




Alpha Phi Omega will hold it 
book collection drive for donation to 
the Peace Corps from 10 a.m. to 4 
p.m. tomorrow in front
 of the Student 
Union.  
 
The Central America 
Solidarity 
Association  will 
present
 a speech by 
Vernon 
Bellecourt,  of the 
American  
Indian Movement,
 from noon to 1 




Call  Casa at 294-7966 for infor-
mation.  
Psi
 Chi will present a lecture by 
Dr. Frank Payne at 12:30 p.m. 
tomor-
row.in Dudley Moorhead Hall, Room 







 Arts Department will 





 from 3 to 5 
p.m. tomorrow in 
the Studio Theatre. 









 a speech by 
Michael F. 
Schmidt at 3:30 
p.m.  tomorrow in the 
Spartan Memorial. 
Call  S.H. Voss at 
277-2871 for information. 
 
Campus Ministries will hold a 
Vietnamese Bible study from 
410
 5:15 
p.m. tomorrow  at the Campus Chris-

































Club  will have a 
meeting  at 7:30 p.m. 









The Ski Club will have 
a meeting 
at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow in Duncan 
Hall, Room 135. 
Call
 Chuck at 26)(-
5633 for information. 
 
MEChA  will have a 
general
 
meeting at 6 p.m. today in the
 Student 
Union Pacheco
 Room. Call Martha at 
298-2531 for information. 





























of women and music in 
pre -historic, pre -
patriarchal times.
 




 and archaelogical findings. 
 Highlights of women in classical, jazz, blues and folk 
music history. 
ping through the system. he said. and 
'after five. 




About 12 million units 
of blood 
- a unit equals 
about  one 
pint  are 
provided in the 
United  States every 
year, along with 8 million units ot 
plasma. 
Testing
 programs have cut 
down on AIDS -linked transfusions na-
tionwide,


















 for the 





























































 increase in S.F.
 cases 





 and 61 new 
casts of 














In addition to the 61 new cases of 
licquired immune deficiency syn-
drome, there were another 514  cases di-
agnosed 
previously  hut not reported 
until October. 
"There has been a slight increase 






has not changed." said  George Lemp, 
chief of 
the city's health department 
AIDS surveillance and 
investigations  
learn. 




 and 80 new 
cases  of the 
fatal disease 
that is transmitted 
through
 
the exchange of 
blood  or semen. 
Health
 officials said 
homosexual  
and bisexual men represented
 97 per-
cent of all AIDS cases and 13 percent 
of 
those  are also intravenous
 drug 
users. 
October's figures brought the San 
Francisco AIDS toll to 2,546 cases and 
1.442 deaths since reporting began in 
July 1981. National 
statistics  gathered 
by the Center for Disease Control in 
Atlanta show 15,070 deaths 
and 
26.875 cases through two weeks ago. 
Mayoral candidate
 investigated 
for collecting absentee 
ballots  
ORANGE COVE (AP) - A candidate 
or
 mayor of the town 01 
Orange Cove in eastern Fresno County is under investigation for report-
edly arranging to have 8(8) absentee ballots mailed to his post office
 
box. 
While that act by itself is not illegal, County Clerk Galen Larson has 
asked the sheriff's department to investigate up to four dozen complaints 
he received about the mailings. 
Some of 
those complaining don't live in the community
 or were non-
registered voters who had received 
absentee ballots anyway, Larson said. 
Glenda Hill of an Orange Cove group calling itself "Concerned Citi-
zens for Better Government," charged that 
Victor P. Lopez and his sup-
porters delivered the ballots, 
often  waiting for them to he tilled out. 
Hill claimed
 a survey by her independent watchdog group uncovered 
people who said they felt " intimidated' ' 
by
 the tactic. 




 Intimidation of voters is a violation
 of state law. 
Lopez 






































Great coples. Great people. 
310 South Third Street 






San  Carlos Street 
OPEN 24 Hrs. 
295-5511  
(between 10th & 11th) 









Priced For You! 




 MC, Personal 









2 24 Hr. Order Processing 
FA 10,000 Sq. Ft. Warehouse 






































































































Quotes,  Questions, Orders: 
Call (408) 286-9770
 
1320 Oakland Road., San Jose, CA 95112 
Tuesday -Friday: 9-6,




April Swift  Daily staff photographer 
Spartan Nick 
Rotteveel. shown here vs. Stanford's Mike 
Mossmer,


















 the 19146-87 
season,







scrimmage  is at 3:15 
p.m. tomorrow




 located at 




 second intra-squad 
contest is 
at 
7 p.m. Nov. 
13 at Live Oak
 High 
School in 
Morgan  Hill. 
Spartan
 head 
coach  Bill Berry.
 in 
his eighth 





at 10:30 a.m. 
Nov. 






opens  Nov. Ili, with 
an exhibition game 
against  a Norwe-
gian 
national team at 7:30 
p.m.  in the 

















smells  roses 
ASSOCIATED PRESS  While 
the Pacific -10 
Conference football title 
is up for grabs among six teams, only 
Arizona State really 
seems within 
smelling distance of 
the roses. 
Washington  Coach 
Don 
James  said 
following Saturday night's 14-21 vic-
tory  that put the seventh -ranked Sun 
Devils on course to 
win  their Pac-10 
title and the spoils a trip to the Rose 
Bowl. "It 
looks  like 












sixth -ranked team. Arizona State re-







conference  team with 
fewer than two defeats 
is 15th -ranked 
UCLA, hut the Bruins, 4-1, have al-
ready faced ASU, losing 16-9 Oct. 4. 
ASU 's remaining conference 
games are against California next Sat-
urday and against 
No. 14 Arizona on 
Nov. 
22. 
Washington, Arizona, No. 18 
Southern 
California  and Stanford have 
lost 
twice in league play and
 are 
longshots. 
Recently, however, front-runners 
have had a history of folding their tents 
at the end of the season. including Ari-
zona State last year when
 the Sun Dev-
ils
 blew





by losing on the final day of the 
season. 
With 
20 percent of the 
Top  
Twenty teams 
playing in the state in 
Arizona on Saturday, Southern Cal de 
feated Arizona 20-13 
in another ke% 
Pac- 10 game. 













































































 p.m. M -F 
8 a.m.-2 p.m. Sat 
971-2222 
Expires 


























The SJSU soccer team goes 
on the road 
for  





 up to 
the 
state capital to 
take on 
Sacramento 





 (3- 14-3) have had a 
rough
 season and will 
end it tonight against the 6-9-3 Spanans.
 
"It was an uphill battle
 all season." said first
-year 
Sacramento State coach Dave 1.inenherger. 
Linenherger 
took





finished around .500 last year. He has not been 
successful 





 up to 
Division  I 
status










Linenberger said the team played with only II pla,ers 
the first live games of the season, meaning there was no-
body on the bench to put in if 
there was an iniur% or it a 
player  gist tired. 
SJSU coach Julie 
Menendez  said he didn't redll% 
kiiiiss 
much about the Hornets. 
"I always go into a game 
expecting good competition. 
hut I haven't
 watched them play so 1 really don't 
know
 hoe,  
good 
they  are." Menendez
 said. 
The Hornets 
have  not won a PCAA or 
Pacific  Soccer 
Conference match this season. 




and SJSU the Hornets didn't lose to 
was  San Francisco 
State, whom they tied. 





 State's leading scorer is 
Mike  Gaither. 
with 
six  goals and six assists for 18 
points. 
Hornet goalkeeper






















































coming  off a 
pair of PS(' 
losses.  The 
team 
dropped a 1-0 















finished  with a I 5 
record
 in the PSC and 
a 
2-3  






 he going to the 
playoffs. 
Menendez





close out its 
season on a 
positive  note. 
'We  had a good practice on 
Monday.
 and we played 
real 
well
 in the 
second  
half 
against  Stanford on Saturday, -
Menendez said. "II we continue to 










one game left 
after  tonight. 
hosting  
Brown 
University at 1 p.m. Sunday in Spartan Stadium. 
Brown is an 1%) league school in Providence.  R.I., 
and has never played at SJSU. 
Menendei said he'll get a 
look at Brown on Friday 
is 
hen









By Greg Stryker 
Daily staff writer
 
The rebuilding Spartan I slit 
hiss
 key team (2-
5-0. 3-9- I ) looks  to 
finish the season on a winning 
note and gain sonic 
momentum  for next year when 
it hosts third -place Cal (1-2-3.
 5-4-3) at 3 p.m. 
today on the South Campus field 
SJSU fields a team rich in 
youth
 hut lacking 
in experience. The Spartans will start a lineup that 
includes no seniors 
and just four juniors. 
The lack of experience 
may  have taken its 
toll in the second 
half of the season. After fin-
ishing the first half with a big 3-1 victory over sec-
ond -place Stanford. SJSU has lost three straight 
conference
 games. 
Head coach Caroyln Lewis 
said despite these 
losses,  the team has been improving. 
"This year's team 
is a very young team, but 
they have









Lewis said. "We've 





















 lip experience 
that builds
 confidence
 it lakes years tu 
get 
elsewhere.  
been in almost 
ci 
cry game this year and ha,e be 
come more of a team during the second half (it  the  








one player is senior goalkeeper  
Jill
 Ja-
cobson. who will he playing her last game at 
SJSU. 






 on. With four for-
wards and two 




their  recent 4-2 
loss to Stanford. 
Freshman 
Tina  Royce 
scored  her 
first








 goal of the season.
 
SJSU, tied for last place with Chico State in 
the NorPac, will have to contend with the Bears' 
scoring 
duo  of
 Gretchen Schell and Kiki 
Brown. 
Schell is 
second in the NorPac conference with 
three goals and Brown is right behind with two. 
Cal Also has a talented goalkeeper in Kim 
College 
graduates
 start with 
management and leadership training 




have even more 
educational
 opportunities





 your potential and 
get the responsibility 
and decision -
'This year's






. . . improved
 and 
developed











Haas has allowed  
an average ot 11.7 goals a 
game this season
 ilaas and the 
Bears shut out the 
Spartans.
 4-0. in 







 the team 
can  heat Cal 




hope to use 
the Cal game




 year. We 
V. aril to end 
the season 
on
 a high 
note:* 
Lewis  smil 
makimuuthority MILIXO 
needs.  The   
eludki*,
 satisfaction and rewards wid 




 you sten 
Out with pride and nwedAt





Recruiter  or WI 1























































Joe  Kapp. has dug 












managed  to screw
 up just as often 
off 
the field as 
he has on 











 football fan 
can see that Kapp is 
cracking
 under 
pressure  and 
he is 
embarrassing  the 
University  of 
California 
as
 a whole 
at
 the same 
time.  
Losing  
has a way 
of
 eating away at one's nerves, 






to rest on 
the  shoulders
 of one 
individual   
one that 










follow  as a result 
of
 losing are 
beginning to show 
in 












his  fly, and
 his intial re-
fusal to 
apologize  lor his 
actions, should 
show Cal the 
program
 w ould 
he better
 off 
without  him. 
If anything,
 the had 
publicity
 he has generated
 
will more than 
likely have an effect on 
attempts made 
toward 
recruiting for next season. 
It's
 hard to imagine Kapp sitting down
 with a top 
prospect and his 
parents, and actually trying to im-
press  upon them that the Cal football 
system is a good 
one and will help build
 the young man's character. 
All this from a coach vs ho finds 
it
 necessary to re-
spond to questions
 with his rather than his head. 
Another mishandled situation that continues to 
hover over the Bears is the one surrounding the some-
times hitter feud 
between Kapp and his talented run-
ning hack Marc Hicks 1 licks is the team's most touted 
player since Kapp himself quarterbacked the 
Bears to 
their last Rose Bowl appearance. 
Kapp has all hut blamed Hicks for the team's 
downfall,
 citing a lack
 of 
concentration  
and  effort. 
What more does Kapp want from Cal's leading 
rusher and 
pass
 receiver, who must somehow find his 
own holes to run through
 because





-long vacation? How can 
Kapp expect 
Hicks to adjust to a  quarterback rotation
 
that seems 
to change on each 
series  of downs? 
Hicks has made it 
known that he isn't happy with 
his situation 
at Cal. hut has tried to 
smooth the issue 
over by 







 have a tend 
to change 
quickly.

















close to his 
Davis home 
- - if Kapp 
is retained. 
Kapp's  on- and off
-field
 problems could 
not he 
occurring at 






 Area's other 




 are enjoying 
successful seasons.
 
In fact,  that may 
he the source
 of Kapp's prob. 
lems.
 
It doesn't make 
it any easier for the 
Cal coach to 
sit hack and watch both the Spartans and 
Cardinal turn 
things around so quickly after they 
both hired new 
head 





 seems to be the 
one  that is 
really 
bothering  Kapp. who has 
failed to build a solid 
football program at Cal





 if SJSU and Stanford weren't
 playing so 
well.  Kapp and his team's 
problems  wouldn't be mag-
nified as much. 
But, such 
is not the case. and Kapp
 will continue 
to he 
an open target for local 
writers until Cal finally 
admits its football 



















By Greg Stryker 
Daily staff writer 
Boy,  how things can 
change in a 
loothall 
season.  Second -string quar-





riddle PCAA pass defenses. 
BOOM! -- Perez is hit 
from  his 
blind side and is out for at least the 




 time for Lacy to 





 of the 
se,isiin.
 
with  a trip to the 
California Bow 1 at stake 
Locy,  who hadn't 
thrown a pass 









State, will be responsible for complet-
ing the Cinderella season that has 
hinged on the leadership of Perez this 
year. 
Head coach Claude Gilbert said 
he doesn't foresee any wholesale 
changes. 
"He (Locy)
 is a very bright 
guy."  Gilbert said. "He has a 
yery 
solid football background. We don't 
anticipate making any changes in the 
offense. We're going to continue what 
we're  doing. 
"He's a guy that
 has a good deal 
of confidence in his ability to handle -




 the players have a lot 
of con-
fidence in him. 
Wide receiver Lido Maluuulu 
said the team shouldn't suffer much. 
and that 
it's prepared to rally around 
the junior quarterback. 
"Mike's
 a big 
factor  in our 
of-
fense, but I think 
tocy can step in 
and 
do the same 
thing.- Mal:multi
 said. 
'It's going to hurt a 
little hit, maybe. 
but 
not a lot. 















and  if we 
go to the howl game, 
he'll
 do well there 
too.'
 ' 
Locy. a junior college 
transfer  
from Cerritos  
College,  set






yards  in nine games 
in his sopho-















 for 32 yards and a 
6 -yard touch-
down against 






































himself and the 
situations  
he'll be 










thinking. rye run the
 option before, so 
my mobility
 is one 
of
 my assets. 
Q: 
Is
 there anything you 




have a lot of rustiness to 
work out. I haven't
 been put in a live
 
situation under
 any real pressure yet. 




A: Even though I was the second
-
string quarterback. I felt I had a lot of 
respect from my teammates. That's 
pretty much been developed through-




you  think the teams are 
going to 
come Out blitzing you at first 
to see how 
rim do under 
pressure?  
A: Sure. There's
 no doubt they're 
going to do that 
to
 see if I can handle 
the pressure. I think I can. Our defense 
is a Hazing defense. One thing 
that
 
really helped Mike 
a lot in picking up 
the blitzes
 and calling the audible was 
facing that in practice. I'll 
he used to 
it. 
I'll be seeing it every day in prac-
tice 





A: John Elway. John Elway is 
pretty much my idol. 
Q: / heard that 
golf  is one of your 
,t; gest hobbies.  
A: Yeah. It 
helps me relax. You
 
get to think a lot. It's all 







self. and I pretty much put myself
 in a 
pressure 
situation
 and test myself 
under pressure. I pretend like I have to 
get this shot on the
 green or hit this 
putt in. Having
 played for the Cerritos 
golf team, it helped me deal with pre, 




honored by PCAA 
Long Beach State 
fullback  Mark 
Templeton.
 a 6 -foot -




PCAA offensive player of 
the  week for his performance in 
the  49ers' 14-3 victory over Utah State. 
His 1/1 receptions 
for 173 yards broke the conference 
record of 17, set 15 years ago by Tom 
Reynolds of San 
Diego State. 
The Spartans
 will go up against Templeton and 
Long  
Beach State on 
Nov.
 15 at Spartan Stadium 







































When  a 
bomb 
bursts  in 
the air 
these 

































Dan Marino. Ken 
O'Brien and 
Todd Blackledge. 
there  is a streak ot 
lightning 
at the other end. 
"There
 seems to 
he
 at least one 
good long threat
 on every team."
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staff  phoiographer 
SJSU is relying 
on quarterback Tony 
Locy  to lead the Spartans
 to the California Bowl
 













 when classes 
begin in January.
 With a 
Macintosh  
personal  computer, 












 You'll call it 
a great deal! 
Because 
when you 
buy a Macintosh 
"Write  Stuff" 
bundle before
 January 9, 




 save $250. 
Not only
 will you get 
your




 a Macintosh 
Plus, 








-quality  term 
papers  or 
reports,
 


























with your favorite 
Macintosh  word 
processing software, you
 can transform 
your notes into the 
clearest,  most letter 
perfect papers you
 ever turned out. And 
turned in on time.
 
What's 
more,  there's a Macintosh 
Support
 Kit filled with valuable 
accessories  
and computer care 
products
 from 3M.' 
Complete with all 
the things you need to 
keep  your Macintosh running long after 
you've graduated. 
Let us 
show  you how to get through 
college 
better,
 faster, and smarter. Stop in 
and see us 
for  more information. 
t Save $100 off 
the combined price 
of
 a Macintosh 
and Image Writer
 II, receive a 
free  copy on 
MacLightning 
with a retail value 
of
 $100, receive the 
Macintosh
 Support Kit free with a 
retail





SPARTAN %HOMO IN( 
Service is our Major 
"otterIFIi
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 last year. 
SJSU 
will not 
spend more per 
student  than it 









Two years in a row of higher en-
rollments than SJSU has heen bud-
geted accounts for the lack of an in-







 we lose in state 
support  




According  to the report. 
SJSU 
will spend S5,921 
per full-time equiv-
alent student this year, 
compared  to 
55.900 in 1985-86. 
In

















622 FTES in 1985-86. 
The ETES 
number  is calculated
 
by taking
 the total amount 
of



















and  Arlene 
Oker-
lund,  interim
 academic vice 
president.  
presented
 the university 
annual  bud-
get report 
to the senate at 
as meeting. 
State funding to SJSU and the 
California State 
University  system has 
increased by the following amounts, 
the report states: 
 
Adjusting  for inflation. state
 
support 


















percent in state general fund sup-
port and 55,9 percent in lottery 
money, 20.7 percent 
when
 funds are 
not included
 which, under CSU 
guidelines for use of lottery 
money,  
are to be set 
















About $1.4 million 
of that is lot-
tery 
money,  compared to about
 $1.2 
million last year. 
If
 non -state support 
is included, 
the university 
will spend about 
WO 
million, Evans 
said,  not including 
aux-
iliary 












 Vurico lwanaga 
thistrial
 Studies Building. 
lwanaga's  
brings free -blown glass to life in the In- viorked 
ssith 
glass  for 






STOCKTON (AP) A Stockton 
man 
and  his wife were stabbed to 
death early yesterday in their home by 
an intruder who heat (heir son on the 
head with a sports trophy and then ter-




"I can't really say why he ended 
up stabbing two people, hut 
it's pretty 
clear he went into that house with the 
purpsose of 
committing  a residential 
robbery,
 and that he intended to con-
front his 
victims."
 said Stockton Lt. 
Bob Wingo. 
Henry Dean 
Palmer.  32, of 
Stockton. was 
arrested  by




ple's 16-year -old son 
escaped
 from the 
house. 
The  boy





head by Palmer with a hem 
trophy. hut "feigned
 death" and then 
climbed



























where  he 
was 
being  treated 









.one of his 
victims.  



















 rear door. 











into the bedroom 
and 
con-
fronted  her husband who  
struggled 
with











was  not 
available, heard the commotion and
 











 ran to a neighbor'. 
'house where he 
called police. 
The suspect then went into 
an 
other bedroom where the man's
 two 















-$100 in it and fled 
Braces ren't jarever 
-1\1\1 11 









continues  to 
have problems in 
















 than the 
$3
 









utility  rates will be 










 to a  




It shows a 
similar  problem in 
tele-
phone 
expenses  with a 1986-87
 budget 
of $906,106 
compared  to 
$1.1
 million 
spent  last year. 
The university
 continues to have 
a shortage
 of money for supplies and 
services. Sauer said. 
The shortage hurts "In.titutional
 
A.S. fills post 
in ethnic affairs
 
By And) Bird 
Daily staff writer 
The Associated Students
 hoard of directors filled one
 
of its two 
open positions last week 
by
 appointing Devesh 
Garg director
 of ethnic affairs. 
The director of business
 affairs position remains
 va-
cant, hut the 
hoard  will appoint 
someone
 soon, said Victoria 




 majoring in electrical 
engineering,  fills 
a position that
 has been vacant since 
David  Ortiz resigned in 
mid -October.
 Ortiz said at the time 
he couldn't handle the 
directorship because his 





(Ortiz)  said is really 
valid,"
 Garg said. 
But
 because 
I'm pretty close to 
graduation.  I'll have a 
light load next 
semester."  
Garg is 
knowledgeable  about a number
 of issues facing 
the hoard 
because he served on 
the budget and 
homecoming  
committees during 
the past year, said A.S.
 President Tom 
licxahe, who recommended the candidate. 
"Devesh has served 
under  two hoards and already 
knows the process," 
Boothe  said. 
As a member
 of the Indian Student Association, Garg 
has some 
experience  with campus ethnic groups. 
"Through 
my engineering major, I'm constantly 
deal-
ing with people of different ethnic 
backgrounds."  Garg 
said. 
An A.S. director's 
primary
 responsiblity is to the 
hoard as a whole. Garg said. 
"I think you're a board member
 first," he said, "then 
.1 representative of your particular seat." 
Garg said his first goal is to familiarize himself with 
the board and its members: "Then I want to figure out 
where the 
greatest  needs are and work on them." 
The director of 
business
 affairs position has been open 
since the beginning of the 
semester
 when the hoard released 
Don 
O'Grady
 after he missed four 
consecutive  meetings 
The board's 
attempts
 to fill the position 
were frustrated 
three weeks ago after 




with  Merrill Lynch. 
The A.S. fills vacant 
positions
 by choosing candidates 
trom submitted applications.
 The personnel selection com-
mittee 
narrows the field to the three 
most  qualified appli-
cants, who then interview with
 the A.S. president. After the 
president makes 
his recommendation to the 
board,  the ap-
pointee







 tor SJSU Students 
Dr.  Todd Walsh 






































































support  ' 


















Operations  and 
Infor-
mation 
Systems  and 
Computing.  
Staff  positions 
go unfilled in 
these areas, except the 










about $500,(XX) to 
make up the short-
age. Evans said.
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Give yourself the advantage 
that over 
1.000 SJSU students
 already have: 
Macintosh
 
Macintosh  is a 
trademark  al 






























 to "there" 
by using Cut
 Copy, and 
Paste. 
 Place graphics











easily  by 




page  the 
way  
-YOU"























































































































































 the Oct. 20 Berlin con-
cert was the biggest grossing single 
event in the Associated Students Pro-
gram 
Board history,  the hoard still re-
ported an estimated loss of $2.632. 














































IX get your copy 24 hr.
 
FREE  





personal  & 
pro-
fessional growth 





















































11322 Idaho 020601 
I oc An-
geles 90025 
VISA  MC or 
C00.(213) 477-8474 















workshops  on Nov 
0 Dec 6 et 
IN Emeryville Holiday inn 
Just
 
come Or Nil 




 7.11 pm 
Sat Flrev,siking 







 San Jose s
 
cast 
BUGS All guaranteed," 100°. 11. 
lancing OAC Cali VW Remora. 
tion at 
797-0200  5200 discount on 
vehicle purchase or univ 
'72 VW 
RUG. maga. am 1th cassette. 
auto alarm,  rebuilt engine Runs 
groat, $1500, call 723-3453 
COMPUTERS
 
APPLE MACINTOSH USERS Rent 
time on  laserWriter 
Plus 
printer 
Wordprocessing  end 
straight typing services also Call 











COMPUTER  EASE Computer time or 
private instruction on the IBM PC. 
In Wordstar, wordperlect, writing 
insistent  or professional
 editor 
South 





DISK TO DISK 
CONVERSIONS 
IBM MS-DOS CP M ALTOS 
PortablesO5ISORN-TRS-80
 
Oyer 500 Disk 
formals 
$100  disk Word  Pro -
tenors -Meg Tap. 
Prompt  






IBM ST COMPATIBLE 25.1,  2 drives,
 
monitor.
 keyboard. MG 
P. $895 
640K, 20MB herd
 disk, drive. 
monitor. 









404 S 3rd St. 02 corner of Son 
Salvador PC-COM. 295-1606 
FOR  SALE 




Create your own 
linings sleeping  
space with our




Futons  & 
lows 






Ayes ). San Jose. 370-5646 10°, 
discount on Futons with this ad 
I SELL ONLY ONE model and sue 
(23) of bike. but you can own a 
new 
12speed  for less than S85 
WIC 





student 30 day guarantee
 All 
sales 
fine!  Call Days 942.7736 
Eves 293-4710 AN kw Joe 
KEYS MADE. LOCKOUTS OPENED. 
autos (most
 foreign
 & domestic) 
Homo & buINss.




 Open 9 to 
Bpm.
 

























Som. Well also 
accept  
any used
 courses for 






























 or 2669753 



























Mall  Cc, 







 in the Stu-
dent 
Activities  & 
Services 
Office 
lo Nast In 
development









Apply  by 
11 'ON MCAT Bldg  
IF YOU








money, then join 






bership  plan 
No




























brIndrs.  DJ 
Call 
207.7272 

























































































Interviews  ME 
3-4pm 
Contact 
Mike  or I 






































per week equal 
5370 No 



















posh  Ions 
are available














are possible, and you
 may 
earn 2,3.4
 credits per 
quarter  or 
semester During 





 full time wort is 
amenable 
Cell today for In! 
ormetion  and an 
intervievv.
 01 call 
Monday
 through 
Friday  between 10 AM -2 
PM
 (408) 




 try again 
An 





 memberships for the major 
oil companies 
Pert -time,  easy 
hours,  weekly 
paychecks














DR . S5 25 hr 3.4 eves wk 
6pm-9pny City of Milpitas.
 apply 




Prealglou. eccount. 15.50 hr to 
start. 
Good  verbal & written 
skills  
nec 18 yrs
 or older. Calif 
dl
 li-
cense. home phone 
Sown
 trans.. 
req. ME EOE 
(415)697-3640  
SUBSTITUTE TEACHERS AIDE!' Car-
ing for children
 2yrs-Syrs Close 
to campus.  flexible hours Con-
tact Holly el 293-2288 
SUPPORT  YOUR SCHOOL Nine Nu 
support yourself. Grtal 
experi-
ence, Hiring immediately 
Earn
 up 
to $10 plus hr Close to 
campus.  
evening only 
Telemarketing  with 
 new twist Must have good corn-




of the English language Call now' 
Deb AMIN. SJSU Annual Fund 
277-9206 
TEACHERS & AIDES tor 
preschool 




 FOR SMALL professional 
preschool with caring atmo-
sphere Need ECE. enthusia.m,  
and creativity Flexible hours & 
friendly staff Little Scholars  Pre 
school.
 238-1474 or 276-4726 
TELEMARKETING  RADIO TIME PART 
TIME We are looking tor  
/OW 
outspoken people to sell air
 time 
This 
position  requires  good 
voice and* strong desire to nrta 
money  
Call
 Mrs OrNn et 
377-
3800 
TELEPHONE SAL FS -pert time Sell 
subscriptions to the Mercury. 
News 
Guaranteed  54 50 hr 
plus 
commission Shills 9AM-1PM 
or
 






 (408) 983-1600 
WANTED PERSONS INTERESTED in 
making
 $200-51500 a 
mu PT FT 
no experience Call 255-6675 
HOUSING 




cure and sale 
rooms  FREE utili-
ties and housekeeping service 
Reasonable  reles-shared or 
sin. 
pie available 
Walking  distance to 
Son Jose State Office 72 N
 5th 
ST. 996-0234 
APT 294, 2bth. crpt. sec 
bldg
 . clean 
quiet. walk to SJSU From $600 
sec deposit 760 S 11th  
St 279-
5078 
FEMALE ROOMMATE to Nne 400r 
house. North San Jose. 5775 mo 
Cell 
251-6511  (eves ) 




 Nth. unfurnished Los 
Itos, 5375.964-2406 
FURNISHED BEDROOM, kitchen priv. 
loges Prefer Femele 
non.smoker  
5300m0 plus sec & 1 2 utt 
071-
7411 after Opm. leave message 
NONSMOKER WANTED TO share 
townhouse
 rum MAR yv pot 












 quiet apt Pert 
Ncurity deposit. $550 rno  
10th
 & WIllIlInu. 297-7554
 
1920's 
CLASSIC. 1 NUM w bonus rrn 
Most be clean. quiet & sober 551 
S 6th 
Si










 1 2 





Gym  or Music Dept Concert 
Hall Much 









 sung on all 
the  
greet 
others stages or San Jose I 
look like
 Simon I Non 
of Duren 
Duran 
and I know all the we, sto-
ries el Bechtel 
Yet  my Weis really 
grand 
because
 of you. ED. 
BACKACHE,'  Free examination & 
cane 




have  had low back pain 
tor 




 call Palmer Coe. 












 Brian at 296 
2301 
HEY KJ. The days ere 
really flying by 




I m  happy 
camper and you've 
Made
 me that 
way 
Loot ye. ME 
HILLEI JEWISH 
STUDENT  ASSOCIA 












































pers. resumes and dissertations
 
Serving Evergreen, SSJ & a few 
minutes from 
SJSU  Studer] the 
count with this ad or 10 
Call 
(408)224-0852 








pers.transcriplIon  No job 100 
small, Student discounts
 Neer 
SJSU TeNhers welcome' Office  
Alternelives.
 294-2974 
AMY WILL TYPE 





SI per page, double spaced On 
AURA 




campus each dey  for pickup Ode-
meet
 the tail 
RUSSIAN I need 
di,  
livery Call 249-4075 Wove mes-




NATIONAL GAY.BI contest club 18 
men and 
women Confidentel, low 








 PFOPI E to 
try new herbal weight control 
pro.  
gram No drugs. no exorcise 
100, guerenteed 
Call (408)  245-
1503 
PROFESSORS EXAM FILES available 
for Engineering (8 required 
courses
 In CF. FF. ME end Mat 
Engrt.
 FIT. Calculus. Chemistry 
and Physics Available at Sperten 
Bookstore & Roberts Book
 Store 
SANDY' Thanks for, great weekend 
Because of you my 
eyes
 aro open 
N an ROB 
UNWANTED 
HAIR  REMOVED 
PERMA-
NENTLY"
 Confidential, 335 S 
Beywood
 Aver, San Jose Call
 
247-7466 for appointment 
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian Cen-
ter Sunday-LulNren 10 
45
 am . 
Catholic 4 00 and
 6 00 pm Please 
call Campus Ministry al 298-0204 
for 
worship,counseling,progrems  
and study opportunities Rev 
MINN ShIrss.Fr Bob I 
egesSr  
Joan 






BARE IT ALL Stop shaving.
 Nang. 
IwNzing
 Let me permanently re-
move your 
unwanted  hair (chin. 
bikini, tummy. moustsche. back,  
shoulders. etc) 15. discounts to 
students and 'Nulty Call Wore 
Christmas. 1986 & get your 1st 
Nat. at 1 
2 price 
Unwanted  hair 
disappears with my care Gwen C 
Cheigren. R E Cali 559-3500.
 
tor  
speff  1645 S Bascom Ave 
WC 
HAIR TODAY GONE TOMORROW
  
FE.
 IF a' IS THAT
 DESIGN project 
due & you he. no resources tor 
INN or what to build, SHI Elec-
tronics Is committed to offering  
low cost electronic (component) 
& computer
 information
 n.ds  
tor
 
the student Call Days 
942-7736, 
Eves 293-47130 ask for Joe 
IMMIGRATION  ATTORNEY will con-
tull with SJSU 
student














 from callous 
Cell Robert Ng
 .1 (404) 289-8400 
for
 an appointment 
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL for 
men end 
women  Special 
rate
 with 
faulty or student I D PriNto 
confidential 
Weekday...ening.  




 toll Business Perk at 







 RESEARCH for *M-





cal, biographical topics Student 
diecounts avelleble
 For free Info. 
write CLO. 6003-t Mators Lane 
Cr:rhombic MD 
21045  
RUNNERS, ATHLETES. Deep tissue 
muscle work tor an extra compel, 
ItIve  edge and
 increased
 effi-




 OPTICAL PI AN 
Enroll 
now' Save 






















page  Illirlil.11.1171, 
sly  months 
free 
disk  storage On-line word 
processing. esk for 
Joy. at 264. 
1029 
A BEAUTIFUL PAPER 
every  lima Ex 









Only  10 min-
utes from 
campus 





 Y. ACCURATE, AC-
COUNTABL E for 
telephoner.  that 
toots  typing that's tops try 
Tony -296-2087 
SI 50 per page 















quoilly  guerenteed 
wort
 






 prolects, resumes. 
manu-
scripts & leffer 
Located




 minutes from cam. 
pus 
Call P J .1 923-2309
 
ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING All
 
formats & group projects wel-









proc Ong on 
SAMNA  
& word pierfecl 
soffwere  Hrs Mr. /I 30.5 30 Re 
INN time 
now for your 
upcom-




A CASH REBATE - 55 cash discount 
to new customers on reports ICI 
Page. 





7 9 pages 
ProfNsionel
 






 Highest (wally work 
A WAY WITH 
WORDS  prompt,  arm -












































pers. resumes. business 
typing  
needs, word procNalng Willow 




 HILL SANTA TERESA 
AREA 






days  week limited 
pick-up  & 
delivery  365-1012 







jects. resumes Guerenteed quick 
return Per page 


















typed,  Cell todroy to 
schedule your word processing 
lob Quick turnaround accurst. 
S2 Os 
page




EDITING WORD PROCESSING 766-
9448 Emphesis on correct puns 
tuallon. sentence 
structure, and 
formatting aurablan. APA,  
etc)
 
Former English math, highly de 
moldable Willow
 Glen Area,  easy 
IV locate Call Mrs Morton 
(Marsha 







 papers.  







ploys, resumes. cover 









SPEL  -CHFK. minor edit ill 
requested). proof, disc storage 
Student  faculty discounts 
Quick  
turnaround  246-5825 
EXCELLENT TYPING SERVICE Term 
papers,  theses. resumes,
 disNr
 
talons. etc for 
sludents  and fac. 
ulty We 
also do imps transcrip. 
tion ard 





EXPO TYPIST. Near Leigh & Cern 
den Reports, term 
papers.  etc 
Editing Noliable Correctable 
electronic
 typewriter From 
SI 50 double space 
peg*







 legal business word 
processing n.ds Term partrs. 













 All wort guertniNd 
ProtNsional. confidential oncl de 
Bondable service
 at AFFORDA. 
Ell F RATES.
 tree disk  storage 
Pam. 247.2681 
(Santa






for addition., coupon 
savings  
FINEST KIND WORD PROCESSING' 















 & delivery avallebia 
Cell  
866-6960 
INEXPENSIVE,  QUICK WORD pro-





mum Thesrt. dissertation, etc 
RHEMA GRAPHICS











HOUSE  oF 
P12-2  A HAS 
GREAT 
FO0P,















































ONTESTANT5 GLIDE INTO 
CLASS 
ON TIME




























































cgusr.  , 
LOW LOW PRICES 





manuscripts, resumes you 
Nita I 
type or you dreft. I write 
& 
type Acc spoiling & punc , free 
p0611
 I. el rne do the work while 
you party
 
worry free' Call eves 
for
 est Sharon 972-9753
 
NEED THAT FORGOTTEN PAPER 
typed fest, Let me help' Term pa 
pers. 































Faulty rind stu 
dents can rely on 
accurate  
timely 
production  of newsletters, 





 old In grenuner spelling. 
punctuation For 
prompt.
 7 day 




 (406) 275-6253 
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST -term pope., 
to-nes. etc Accurst., prompt. 
$2
 25 ON Nate per page Sara. 
Classified  
logs area.















sciNtitic  protects 
St 75-53 peg. 
Call Vicki  
at 
281. 
3058 IBM area 
QUAL
 ITV TYPING SERVICE for ail 
your typing need. Student Wes 
ranging from Sr to SI 75 per page 
Quick 
turnsround Disk storage 
for 30 
days Call (408) 
9464961
 






 et reasonable rates 
won  
quick turnaround 
time Will setup 
& spell chak all documents 
Call  
Kelley et 977.2907 
RESUMES, COVERT F TIERS. end 
business correspondence Assis-
hence with vocabulary. sentence 
structure,  and form if requested 
Call 2669448 
RESUME & TYPING We No 
IBM XT 
COMPUTER,
 Word Star and 
letter 
quality pro -ter
 Resume SS up 
Typing
 SI SO pg. double space 
One 
block from campus PC-




 02, corner of 





& business wry, 
ices
 ENE reasonoble. & neer 
uni-
versity 
Call OM 792-4047 
THESES -- REPORT
 PAPERS WOrd 
procesing  w strii ellention 10 
detail 
S2 pg for students 53 pg 
for protNsiorrtis
 Resumes $10 
Sart 




use Grommet. punctuation. 
& spelling chocked
 printed in 
publications  
quality  Erickson 
Word 
Prormaiing 377.5293 
TYPING DONE REASONABLE rates 
Cali
 Patti at 246-5633 
TYPING 





structors Dependable reliable. 
accurate work Reasonable  rates 
SI 50 pg Assignment. 10 pgs 
and over will be occepted only 
Cell (408) 738-1676. 
Sunnyyeie 
area
 Long range assignments 
can  be 
submitted









 Resume 515 
Call
 14081923-7481.
 369 F 
Navy. 




SI, and term pipers
 Reasonable 
rates  Quality service































 Call PI & R 
Desk Top Sae
 
ices at 274.7562 

















's TYPING end 
Secretarial  Sere 
ice. 




 dart  week I OCIded 
In the 
Blossom











Minimum  three lines on one day 
Each 
One Two Three 




 Days Day 
I 3 Lines $3 55 
$4 35 $4 
75 $5 00 $5 20 
$ 90 
I 4 




 $1 05 















Additional Line  Add $ 80 
Semester Rates
 (All Issues) 
5-9 
I. Ines $46 00 
 10-14 
Lines  $6300 


















Lost  8 Found 
Computers
 
Print Your Ad Here 





























Classified Desk Located Outside DEIH20a 
OR CASH 
TO




 Deadline: Two days prior to publication 
San Jose 
State  University 






































Mary Mueller, 63, 
used







A.S. agree  on 
debt
 
14 11 \ 
Inns
 page 1 
when it 
was  unable 
to pay hack a SI ,-
600 loan to the A.S.  
The 1983 A.S.
 hoard of directors 
refused to recognite GALA as a stu-
dent group. charging It had 
the same 




 A.S. cut the debt 
in half
 and agreed to 
recognite
 the 
group if the 
payment
 schedule was 
met.  But after an initial 
payment of 
550.









funding lrom the 
A.S.  gen-
eral budget.
 said current 
A.S. control-
ler Gabriel 




eligible until the 









tion  funds, 
Miramontes  
added.  . 
GALA 
was allocated















 A.S. business 
adniinistrator.
 
Because of all the resistance en-
countered 
over  the past two years. 




 it to sound like I'm 
crying when I say this," Stein 
said.  
"hut I don't know
 of any other (stu-
dent, group that is trying to absolve 
themselv
 es 























at Shell Oil, 

















San Jose in 1951 

























"I was going for my 
teaching  cre-
dential






would  baby-sit 
while  I 






 the kids to 
me." 
Mueller 









tan  City 
when  her 
husband  
was  called 
hack 
into the  
service  





























wanted  to do 












 he was 
the  first per-
son she 
knew that 

























. . early 






lucky ones who had a washing ma-
chine," she said. "One couple from 
Iowa had really strained finances. The 
wife came to me 
one  day to borrow 
two 
cents so she could buy a hag of po-
tato chips for her husband's
 
lunch.' 
Mueller said most of the families 





on the GI Bill. She remembers 
many children, strings of birthday par-
ties 
and people 






experience." she said. "It was a close 
community. The people were there for 
a common reason and had a lot of re-
















































She  said 









Markham Center, an adult education 
facility. for the 
childbirth training. 




the adult education program, one of 
her first 
duties  was 
to 




After leaving Spartan City in 
1953.  
Mueller  and her family stayed 
downtown in a house on South 13th 
Street. Her children attended Lowell 
Elementary and San Jose High, hut she 
said the atmosphere has changed a lot 
since the '50s and
 'Ms. 
"You always used to 
feel safe 
and comfortable downtown," she 
said. "My kids would go down to the 
stores 
on their bikes and shop for 
themselves. Halfway houses changed 
the character of the neighborhoods and 
it really made 
me
 want to leave." 
Mueller will  retire from her post 
in December hut said she's looking 
forward to 
coming hack as an adult ed-
ucation student in photography
 and 
travel sketching. 
She'll he a student once more hut 
a townhouse
 in Los Gatos has replaced 
the barrack -living of Spartan 
City. 









 Mineta, D -
San Jose,
 and chairman






said  that he 






FAA  to approve 
the Airways 
Science 
Curriculum  for 
SJSU.  
lie said






 with the 
FAA.  Accord-
ing to Little. 
Mineta  has been be-
hind 
the scenes for 









 one of 
several
 
people appointed to 
the  universi-




council  by 
Fullerton.  Little 
said.
 The council will






























Ritter. chief of  the
 FAA's local 








San  Jose Interna-









By :tiny L. Pabalan 
Daily









cepting  a used








 given to 









 Gee of 
Cupertino  will 
he
 
able to claim 
































year when an 
SJSU  alum-
nus. Alan 




 also an SJSU 
alumnus, said 
he no longer 
wanted  
the I 3 -foot 
Flying Junior 
sailboat.  
"I have two 
boats and it's an 
excess," Gee 




time and I 
wanted






because  he 
was 
involved
 with the 
sailing
 program at 
SJSU  before 
graduating  in 
1976,  he 
decided
 to donate the 
sailboat to the 
university.
 He added 
he
 did not 
know the 
value  of the boat.
 
Stephen 
Anderes,  president 
of 
the university's
 sailing club 
and  rac-
ing team,
 said the club
 will he able 
to use 
the sailboat. lie added the 
club has three boats for practices. 
"A 
major  way to finance
 a 
pro-
gram is by 
donations,"  
Anderes  
said. The group is not funded by 
AS.,
 he added. 
Anderes. a senior majoring 
in 
industrial  technology, said the sail-
ing club and team has about 15 
members.
 
"The club is mainly oriented 
toward racing." 
Anderes said. How-
ever. Gee's sailboat is not a 
Colle-
giate Flying 
Junior,  the specific type 
of boat required tOr racing. he said. 
The group will use 
the boat for prac-
ticing. 
The members practice every 




will  he at California 
Polytechnic State University 
at San 
Luis Obispo this weekend for 
a re 
gatta. 
The series ol 
races  vs ill include 
a 
dozen  or so California 
tiniver.itie,
 
from both the north and 
south.
 he 
said. Anderes added it is the maior 
sailing race 
or




















































FREE rent one tape on 
Tuesday or Wednesday 
and  get another tape free 
SPECIAL ON 
WEEKENDS  
rent 1 tape from
 Friday -Monday
 
for only $250 
I 
























 supplies last) regular $1.99 
Gummy
 Bears $1.50 lb. 
regular


















































































































finally  able 
to

















sory council by Fullerton.
 
Little 
said.  The 
council
 will act








community  in 
aviation  mat-
ters,
 he said. 
Also 






















of the FAA's 
local 
flight service 
district,  and Raul 
Regalado. San 
Jose  













 will he at 
California 
lytechnic  State 
University at 
San 
is Obispo this 





 races will include 
been or so CalilOrnia
 universities  
ni 
both the north and south, he 
d. Anderes added it is the major 





 the members 
ill participate in a regatta hosted by 
antOrd 
University,  Anderes said. 
! added the 


































Winter is a supplement 



























"Beyond the Edge" 
does just 












































no way of skirting
 this 























ergy -saving tips. 
The list 





months  can he 
divided 
into






do. Don't confuse 
the two 
lists, and the result 
will  he 
extra bucks at the 
end of the month. 
First, things




 floors and 
healing ducts 





 serves two 
purposes
 
it keeps cold air 
from 
entering. while 
preventing  heat land 


















it at 65 degrees during 
the  day and 55 degrees 
at night or 
when
 on vacation, heating hills can 
he cut hy 5 percent or 
more. The 
slight








 offset by the 
S:11-








 change settings at 
dif-
ferent times 
of the day . 














season  slowly winds 
it' 
way into our lives we are faced with 





 ot US 
still long for the 
summertime when 
we Call spend our free 
time lying in 
the sunshine. 
Cold 
weather  doesn't necessarily have 
to 
mean
 a cold spirit. 
Although  sunshine 
is 
usually one  of the 
thing,
 w hich
 makes the 
summer so special hut 




There are plenty of ways to maintain an 
"endless 
summer"  even when the sun is no 
where in sight. 
Probably
 the best way to really get the 




 you've been a 
Beach  Boys 
fan 
for a long time or you're one of 
those people 
who  changes the sta-
tion when their
 songs play on the radio 
there's no way of denying that those boys (al-
though they're actually pushing their 
50's
 
now) could bring the summer out of Jack 
Frost. 
The Beach Boys 
represent
 everything 
the summertime is and should
 he. Surf, sun 
and fun are 
what  the boys  sing 
about
 and by 





 "Good Vibrations" blaring 
from you're 
stereo,










longer  seems 











 soak up 
some  rays. 
try
 
on doors and windows, hut don't 
forget 
pipes,
 ducts and all other 
openings where cold air sneaks in. 
You don't have 
to he a mechanical 
engineering
 
major to master this 
one.
 
 Cleaning your 
furrdief, peri-




the  furnace to 
work
 
harder to provide the same amount 
of heat. First turn off the power 
source, then vacuum 
away
 lint and 
dirt . Replacing old filters 









 the same amount 
and quality
 of light. 
 
If you own a 
waterbed. 




 it isn't in use to 
prevent heat 
kiss. The heat 
can  radiate in all 
di-




 the frame 










The hot water 
will  go farther in the
 
morning, and
 your hills could 
he re-











 the drapes on 
windows 
facing south during the 
daytime,  
then close
 them at night to trap the heat. 
Open the




south during the 
daytime. then close 
theta at night
 to trap the 
heat.  If the 
window doesn't
 face the SUIL keep 
the drapes shut. 
As
 much as Ifi 
per-
cent of 
household  heat 
can
 escape 
through  uncovered 
windows
 
 Buy your water
 heater a win-
ter
 coat. Covering the heater keeps 
heat from escaping into the sur-
rounding area, 
which  is usually a 
closet,







 the pipes leading to and 
from
 the heater. 
 Houreseent lamps with 
screw -in bases use only one-third as 





slipping  on your bathing suit and sprawling 
your beach towel out in front
 of the fireplace. 
The tanning affects the sun's ray's give off 
aren't easily obtained from a fireplace hut the 
warming effects are similar. 
Taking advantage of the 
days
 that are 
sunny is 
another  way of making it through 
the winter transition. 
When the 
sun comes out in the morning 
take 
that as a sign that summer has come
 
hack for the day and use the day wisely. 
Taking a 


































 alive in 
the  winter 
can 
only
 have a 
positive




Hansen is the 
special  assign-
ments  editor. 
 









yields the highest return. Turn 
lights,  heaters, 
stereos and tele-
visions off 
when not in use 




 5 and 9 p in. 
De-
mand for electricity is highest at 
these times during 
the w inter. 
 
You can't unplug the 
refrig-
erator. hut you can run it at normal 
temperatures. 
keep the condenser 
coils clean and make sure the door 
closes tight. Also,
 don't leave the 
door open 
when you
 go off 10 
watch 
the football game. 
 Don't run the dishwasher to 
clean one spoon: 
wait  until there's a 




















 Just as with the 
dishwasher.  
don't 
run  the 
clothes
 
washer  and 
dryer
 without a 









 When cooking,  ignore the 
directions
 that say to pre -heat the
 




 if you 
have 
a dual unit and use




Instead of the 
oven
 



































Money  can 
he









 a svi limning pool. 










from  one end 
to 
the 






hours per day 
is 
more than 






 of follow ing these
 
guidelines 
aren't  limited 
to
 the say - 
ings on your 
monthly
 power hill By 
installing such 











 financing from 
PG&E. 












 the cold weather 
finally
 appears and 
the rain begins to fall. so comes the 
thought of Christmas shopping
 and the 
excitement of a 
possible













Christmas  shopping 
days 









sure thing that 
some  of the returns
 
will  he hats that 
don't  fit and tics 
that  don't 
suit -- 
hut there will he many
 returns for 







the quality of 
merchandise 
we
 buy. Maybe 
it's because 
we have so 
many
 things to try 
out at one time 
rather  than going 
through a 
process  of one new
 item every 
so often. 
Because we're 




the  consumer, 
we're  even more 
aware of the 
importance  of building
 quality. 
wear and performance
 into a product. 
But 
"we'' is a collective word. It means 
a group. When you open up your child's 
wagon and find there are only three wheels. 
you know some person is responsible,  not a 
group. 
The "many returns of Christmas" are a 
poignant reminder that the 
work
 of many can 
be spoiled by one who's not alert to the task 
at hand. It 
just  
took
 one person 
to leave the 
wagon wheel out of the package, while many 
others did their parts 
with care. 
In today's business there are few jobs 
that 
don't  
incorporate  work already
 done by 
others. Like the classic chain, the strength 
and quality of the finished work is only as 
good as its weakest pan. Every one of us 





all depends on you. 
After all of the 
hustle and hustle of 
Christmas dinner, the visit 
from Santa Claus, 
gift returns 
and  putting all of the 
festive deco-
rations 
away, it's time for
 a vacation. 
There
 are so many
 
of
 us who 
want to 
go 
and get away 
after the holiday 
season  ends. 
Warmth is the 
perfect cure for
 the after the 
holiday blues. 
Maybe if you were lucky
 enough Santa 
Claus brought 
you  a trip to Hawaii




Even  though Santa Claus 
isn't made of 







this  "horn 
of
 plenty." 
they  will spend
 part of their




for  those who 
weren't
 
good  boys 
and 
girls,  anywhere




deserves  a break _from 
the 
hustle  and 
hustle
 of society.





























For ski huffs who have 
spent  










 of Tahoe's casi-
nos and
 24 -hour night life during 
se-
mester break,




The "lake in the sky." as 
Tahoe is aptly nicknamed. offers a 
variety of different lodgings with a 
wide range of prices. perks and 
packages. 
There are four 
basic  lodging 
categories  in the Tahoe area. 
The four grand hotel/casinos. 
on the south shore 
offer the most at-

































For larger groups 
that  want to 
stay together for a couple 
of
 weeks, 
or a just a 
weekend,  there are nu-
merous cabins 





 to tourists 
who 
want
 a smaller lodging with all 
the conveniences of home. 
When
 Caesars' Tahoe opened 
on
 the lake's south shore in 1980,  it 
joined
 three other major hotel/casi-
nos that have been a part of the 
Lake  
Tahoe scene for over 20 years. Har-
vey's.  Harrahs and the High Sierra 
formerly the Sahara have 
been providing garners thrills and 
entertainment since the early '60's. 
All four hotels offer a wide 
range of dining experiences, in ad-
dition to a variety of shops and serv-
ices. Skiers can catch the shuttle 
that travels between the local re-
sorts,





ski  shops. 
Room rates are similar among 
the four hotels and average from 
$75 to $120, depending on the 
view. Some luxury suites can run 
more than $500 per 
night,
 while 
other nxmrs may he offered at spe-
cial rates as low as $35. 
For skiers,  the hotels offer 
packages that include lift tickets at 
nearby resorts. Rates run from $219 
for three days of 
skiing and two 




Motels in the South
 
lake 




Accomodations can include pools. 
hot tubs and fireplaces. Conve-
nience is 
rated  by 
how 
close  a motel 
is to casinos or ski resorts. Rates run 
From $20 to  more than $TO per 
night, and are 
usually
 more expen-
sive on the weekend. 
There are 






 helps fight 
onset 
of




 Ray Christiansen 
Winter  is the perlect excuse to 
hake cookies, snuggle up in front of 
the television and watch reruns on a 
Sunday
 afternoon.
 You deserve 
to 
relax  you just finished a final, 
wrote a paper. went to class
 . . 
The list is endless. But this be-















 arms and 
abdomen. 
Exercising indoors doesn't 
have to he boring. Just because it's 
raining outside doesn't mean you 
can't get up and move,
 have fun and 
be lit. 
First,  the 
benefits
 of  getting in 
shape, according to the President's 
Council





look,  feel and 
work  better. 











 of your heart. 













reduces  chronic fatigue 
There
 are four 
major  elements 
of a complete 
fitness program, all 
of 

















to be indoor sports
 that 
people forget about 
when they think 
about "working
 out." 




day  can 
serve









 and strength, 
according  
to the council. 
And 
you get the benefit of 
has  
ing a good 










membership at 24 -Hour 
Nauti  
lus. 
Bowling will burn an average 
of 
250  calories 
an
 hour and 
will  
strengthen upper arms
 and thighs. It 
doesn't offer 
much of a cardiovas-
cular 































 a good 
cardiovascular  





 is excellent exercise
 
and doesn't have to be 
done
 to a 
Jane 
Fonda  video to be  beneficial. 
While
 burning off up to 500 
calorie,  
you
 increase flexibility, muscle en-
durance
 and get your heart rate up. 
This
 is probably one of the best
 all-
round workouts 
for a rainy day or 
boring Friday 
night,  and again, 
you  
enjoy the company of your friends. 
Exercising in the winter or 
rainy months takes a little more cre-
ativity and a lot more motivation. 
hut it's well worth the benefits 
When summer rolls around you can 
be the first to hit the
 beach
 and shed 
your winter wools with pride be-
cause you skipped a few episodes 01 
"Days of Our Lives" and added 
some days to your own. 
Take The Break 
To Ski The World 
During your winter break, let Travel 
Planners
 put 
you at the best ski spots in both the 




COPPER MOUNTAIN RESORT -
Colorado 


















lapin 6 people in 2 rooms) 
*lodging tax 
not included 




CLUB TYROL -Austria 





Munich $612.00*  
Ski  Pack: 
6 day 
ski pass 








 and more 
money -saving 
ski  packages to 




plexes  on the south 
shore  that pro-

















 similar to the hotels. 
Rates
 run from $50 to 
more  than 
$ 
I 50 per night, and 
can  vary greatly 
at each complex




 of nights stayed, and 
amenities provided. 
Several hundred
 cabins and 
houses are available 
for short-term 
rental,
 and are usually 
handled
 







same amenities as the condomini-






 boat docks Others 
are  located 
away from the 
resort  center, often in 
secluded.
 wooded areas. 
The mini-
mum rental term
 is usually for at 





according  to site 
of resi-
dence 
and number of people. 
Because 
Lake
 Tahoe has 
so 
much






































information  on 
what is 
available  and how 










hooked  during 
traditional vacation
 periods, espe-















 begins at 
REI  As the snow




country.  let our expen staff guide
 you into ' 
adventures with our guahty products and
 seryx.e, 
quality products ... 
ALPINE. 
NORDIC  AND MOUNTAINEERING GEAR 








































 FREE MOUNT TUNE with 
purchase of any 
Alpine or 
Nordic ski package 
*SPECIAL  DISCOUNT on XC 
rental
 pass package 




































































 fun in L.A. 






ral salami in 
San Jose' Then head 
south  
Although
 it's onl% about an 
hour away 
by plane, I os Angeles
 
is 
a cultural mecca ot entertainment.  
which is 
better  to % eat in the winter 
than the summer. 
Most of 
its  nutria% traits 
Iris,, 
his  Angeles when 
the
 
tourist.  se, 
son ends.
 Its no as 
cniwded  Its
 
not  as expensive. 
And
 I a rains, the 
smog 






nities in winter which 
are not a% ail -







 mg a tough
 time coping with 
the






 tape their 
shows during the winter 
months  
They are on hiatus 
during  the sum-
mer months,







































Although they are taped during 
the 
week  at  8 p.m.. the ticket office 
opens at 
10
 a.m. and 
standing
 in 









If Johnny Carson and Vanna 














Fortune.'  ' 
NBC 
Studios
 in Burbank tapes the 
"Golden Girls" and "Super
 Pas-
sword " 
Ticket  policies are the 
same
 Mr NBC 
studios




in line or tickets is 
too much, then there is always the 













edge of the sand, 




selling  ttems like at a flea mar-
ket. 
Regular 











 electric ehainsaw 
juggler  and a 
guy
 who skates, 
plays  







chests  and 
bulging
 biceps can 








Beach.  And 
of








who  don't want 
ill he on the 
beach.  
Those  are 
some things recom-
mended  for 
















it Captain W. The Captain has 
graciously 
landed at 








 has been lett 
in 





tain's  211 minute





Jackson.  the 
direction 
of George 






 The actual pull 








!, till F sttll 
bored or 
now 













Sea  World. 
It's









In addition. on a weekend
 
night, 
Sunset Boulevard is 
lined  
ith a large 
selection





cleaned up, hut there are clubs,  like 
the legendary 
Whiskey-a-Go4M 








Records and is lo-
cated across
 the street from 
Spagos.  






are  some of 
the
 things 
you may have missed the 
last time 
you went south
 or the winter. 
Visitors at Marineland sea life
 park (above) make 
friendly gestures to the bottlenose 
dolphin.  

































































On the Spot 
























































rain.  I 

















































































into  winter 
mountaineering
 a 
little bit and enjoy
 skiing. 
mountaineering
 and just 
being  
out in the snow 
in the winter 



























































get  as 
cold.  
I miss
 the  
cold.




















compiled  hy 
Daily  


































































SKI TOTE & SKI LOCKS 
SKI TOTE w 
lock , 
116.95  
CABLE  LOCK  
'ea - 6.95 














































































X-C SKI PACKAGES 
4 




 Rotetello Bind.nqs 






FISCHEFI TOURING CROWN 
 Merrell 








San Jose 249-4890 San  Francisco 
397-2326 
  S. Cc...J."1r y  efrif  OneE





 lake Tahoe  The Sugar 
House.Stateline




 lakes  Citrus 
Heights 
Wednesday.































ski  slopes 
during




Skiers are leaving the tradi-
tional ski overalls and are selecting 
stretch pants that 
lit from the waist 
down and conlorm to 
the  shape of 
the 
hotly,






ing Goods in Cupertino. 
"It's vanity because people 




 buy ing 
high-rise stretch





flexibility  when 
skiing.
 said Lance Feldman. opera-





Goods  Store  in San 
Jose 
The




nylon  blend. Feldman 
said.  
Another
 hest seller in skiwear 
is the polarlleece,  a 
pullover
 syn-
thetic wool sweater 
that
 tips up 
Iron, the chest and is also lighter in 
weight than 
wool.  said Mark Fairy. 
owner of Skyline Sports in the Al-
maden Plata. 
Faley said the 
polar- fleece 
sweaters are taking the place of the  
traditional ski sweater because 
its
 
easier to manage. 
Most people are finding out 
that 
they're easier to 























material  hut keeps 
water  droplets 
such as 


















































































































"If you don't 
have
 the Meet 
(that Gore -Tex has) it's like wearing 
a plastic hag." Riley said. 
"Nothing 
can  get in hut on the 
other hand nothing can get out and 
(skiers)
 can get 
just as wet (mm 
their
 own perspiration.'' 
"A pair of Gore -Tex (stretch) 
pants can run 
from
 51(X) and up." 
Faley said. "hut a pair of 
Helly-
Tech 
pants,  since you're not paying 
for the Gore -Tex name, can run 




 of Gore -Tex pants." 
"Gore
-Tex ski gloves 
are  the 
hot item. they're 
breathable,  water-




















buying  moon 
hoots ski hoots 
that























 Sharon Diamond, 
Oshman's Sporting Goods 
skiing to keep 

















of the hoot 
instead of the 
front,
 Feldman said 
easy 
to





' Feldman said. 
Feldman 
said
 Merl are wearing 
the 
hoot
 in black, gray 
and navy. 
while women
 are choosing 
white 
and light



















said he is 





































for  $20 a 
day 






 $5. you can
 purchase a 
Student 




























































include  a 
photocopy





photo  I.D. 





























upon  each 
purchase




 CARD IS A 
LIMITED TIME 
06FER. SALES 
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Oscar  Guerra 
It is easy, living
 in sail 
Diego.
 
to take for granted the 
natural 
heathy that abounds there until 
's 
time to return to 
San Jose for an. 








hy mg in San 
Diego,  one  
gets spoiled quickly 
San Diego is the perfect place 









been described as 
trapped on all four 
sides  the de-
sert to the 
east,  the Pacific Ocean to 
the west. Mexico to the south and 
Los Angeles to 
the north. 
Far  from trapped, it 
is 
better 
described as a 
starting
 point to fun 
times in every 
direction. 
The first decision when plan-
ning a trip to San Diego 
is which 
way to go: by plane or by car. The 
train costs about $96 round trip, 
takes 14 hours and is really
 not 
worth it because you can heat the 
train in a car for a lot less 
money 
If time is 
of the essence, and 
jet -setting is your norm, then lake 
advantage 
of
 the discount fares, 
some as low 
as $49 one-way, anti 
takes an 
hour.  
But if you arc the "on -the -
road -again" type of 
person who 
can't wait to get 
behind  the wheel 
and see your 
hometown  slowly
 sink 
into your rear-view 
mirror,  then a 





ple go and what site 
of








An eco  y car can 
make a round trip tor about $40 to 
c5i)
 
and about $20 nit 're tor higge 
cars. 
Split among three
 people,  a 
trip 
could run a whopping 
$15  travel 
cost per person. 
The disadvantage. of course, is 
the tune it lakes to gel there. Going 
reasonably
 close to the
 speed limit 
on Interstate 5. the trip can he 
made 
in seven hours,
 with few 
stops. 
A good thing to 
remember  is to 
plan yourself going through *Los 
Angeles about five
 hours after you 




the 3 p.m. to 6 pan, rush hour 
You'll be glad you didn't. 
Once there, 
figure out where 
you want to 
stay, if 
you haven't 







available: hut a national motel will 
probably
 he good enough 
for 
stu-
dents  because you probably 
won't  
he spending too
 much time in your 
MOM.
 
Once settled in, now the really 
fun 
stuff - what to do first 
There are public beaches from 
the Mexican border 
all the way up 
the coast 
to
 Orange County. 
and at 
this lime of year 
they are for the 
most pan
 uncrowded. 
A favorite among locals
 is 
Mission Beach. where the board-
walk welcomes
 all, from the 
hoards  
of 


















 to pull out the 
skis 
and poles and 









 first -timers and 
Yetrans  alike 
can find a 
slope which suits 
their  
needs.
 All price ranges 
can be found 
as well. 
Hoidoggers might 
enjoy  Kirk 
wood's "race 
weeks"
 in December 
and 
January  where for 
$280 per per-
son,
 one can stay at the lodge 
lor 
live days, 
get  live hit passes, 
re-
ceive three 
hours  of coaching a day 
and compete 
in video-taped timed 
racing land 
keep
 the tapes). 
Race  
weeks
 are Dec. 7-12









shore,  has one of the largest ski 
schools
 in the area. It has 150 
in-
structors  who teach 
all levels of ski-
ing. 
Unfortunately,  it's
 one of the 
most expensive as 
well.  All day lift 
tickets
 cost a whopping














 long lift ticket
 lines may 
want
 to try the "Ski








































$26  a 


























 at Lake Tahoe, 
has  a 
base
 elevation 01 6,840 
feet. It has 
13 lilts. Iwo 
triple  chairs and 
an
 ex 
tensive rental shop. 












 Valley. in  South 
Lake Tahoe, has a base 
elevation  iul 
6,550 




three rental shops 






 tickets cost $26, with
 half day 
tickets for  
$IM.  Weekend tickets for 
adults 





Kirkwood,  whose 
resort in-
cludes one of 
the largest cross COW/ 
try tracks in the 
nation,  with base el 
evation











 than 50 runs. Adult 
lilt tickets 
go for 













Rose.  in 
Reno.  
offers  
midweek lift tickets 
for $17. Sault-. 
day. Sunday and holiday adult lilt 
tickets
 are $20. Mount Rose has a 
base elevation 

















lies, with the hilarious father, in his 
classic straw 
hat,
 Bermudas, black 
socks and white legs. 
Bike and boogie board rentals 
are available at Hamil's Surf Shop. 
a long-time tenant on the 3 -mile -
long 
strip. 
Mission Beach has none of the 
ghat
 of the  Santa Crut Boardwalk 
and that's just line with
 the locals. 
It's a place to relax, catch some de-
cent body
 waves and people watch. 
Bikinis are year-round there too,  
weather
 permitting. 
Also try La 
Jolla  Cove, north 
of 
Mission  Beach, for a 
peek into 
the lases of the rich and famous. 
The 
property summding 
the  cove is 
among the 
most





border is at 
anyone's
 own risk, hut if 
possible.  
go with a local who frequents 
there.  
Auto insurance 
is advised and is 
reasonable





interesting,  but for 




 down the 
coast  
of 











erate appetites. The 
views of the 
Baja Coast are also spectacular. 
Aker dinner.
 go hack about In 




Beach Hotel is. 
Folks 18 and older can dance all 
night long to club hands on the 
weekends,  and the hotel is fre-
quented 
by many Americans. 
A good rule of thumb for the 
Mexico traveler is: Don't go 100 






















































get  you 
ready 
to
 hit the 
slopes.  The 
lift 
opens  at 
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